
The world's first ecosystem of Blockchain services



BLOCKCHAIN

Blockchain is the basis 

of the digital economy

Blockchain is one of the most promising technologies 


of the 21st century. This technology is already called the 


engine of the 4th industrial revolution. And this is logical.

On the one hand, Blockchain provides many technical 

advantages - high speed of data transfer, cost reduction 


and elimination of errors in transactions.

On the other hand, this technology opens up global financial 

opportunities. It is Blockchain that is the basis of the digital 

economy, the profitability of which is many times higher than 

traditional markets.



BLOCKCHAIN ECONOMY PROBLEM

High complexity and high income

According to statistics, the profitability of DeFi and other areas 


of the Blockchain economy can reach 1000% per annum. 


However, such a high and even more stable indicator 


is practically inaccessible to an ordinary user.

The problem lies in the difficulty of understanding and the high 


risks of decentralized finance. That is why the attempts of many 

private investors end in failure.

We know this problem. And we have found the right solution.



Orion is the world's first ecosystem of Blockchain services that affect various areas of user life. The main feature 


of the ecosystem is easy and quick access to all profitable areas of the digital economy.

Orion Ecosystem

Simple. Convenient. Profitable.



Orion ID

Orion ID - One Access 

to the Entire Ecosystem

You no longer need many accounts for exchanges, 

wallets and other Blockchain areas.

Within the ecosystem, there is a single identifier - Orion ID. 

Thanks to Orion ID, you have easy and quick access to all 

products and services of the platform.

This is convenient, especially considering that the Orion 

assortment includes more than 15 different services.

You will receive information about some of them today.



TOKENS ORUSD & ORD

Following the logic of simplicity and convenience, Orion's economy is built on two tokens.

Stable token, its value is always $ 1. ORUSD is the 
main primary economy of Orion and today opens 

up opportunities for you to increase your funds.

A dynamic token, its initial value will reflect the progress of 
the ecosystem development. ORD will allow you to access 

the Orion Expanded Economy, which will activate in 4Q 2021.

The economics of the Orion ecosystem

$1 ORUSD ORD



Orion Finance

Orion Finance

Orion Finance is a platform that provides easy and quick 

access to the investment opportunities of the ecosystem.

It is Orion Finance that will become your first step and guide 

into the world of profitable areas of the Blockchain economy.



Orion Banking

Orion Banking

Orion Banking is a licensed service for the issuance and 

maintenance of bank cards. Orion Banking will become 


a bridge between the economy of ORUSD and ORD tokens 

and convenient settlements anywhere in the world.

In addition to converting cryptocurrencies into fiat funds, the 

card will support additional CashBack in ecosystem tokens.



Orion Wallet

Orion Wallet

Orion Wallet is an innovative cryptocurrency wallet that 

supports Orion token steaking and farming technologies.

In addition to the usual set of functions, the wallet will 


have the option of p2p transfers, an investment module 


and partner rewards for the development of the network.



Orion Real Estate

Orion Real Estate

Orion Real Estate is a unique service that allows 


you to purchase tokenized real estate. Holders of such 


real estate can receive income from development 


and rent, owning any number of shares in the object.

Orion Real Estate is a real opportunity to own 


offline assets using exclusively online tools.



Orion Neural

Orion Neural

Orion Neural is an artificial intelligence service that aims 


to create personalized investment proposals.

By analyzing the market, Orion Neural creates a turnkey 

solution based on your personal request for a balance 


of profitability and risk.



ORION TEAM

Team, scale and experience

Of course, only professionals could create such a large-scale 

ecosystem; the platform team has been working in the IT field 

since the early 2000s. A special unit of the team has been 

exclusively dealing with the Blockchain economy since 2013.

The combination of complex technical mechanisms with a 

simple approach became possible thanks to the company's 

CEO - Brian McCrory. He has been launching and developing 

various businesses for more than 20 years.

Thanks to Brian McCrory, the Orion brand and its services 


are simple and conventional to every user.



Legal Structure

Legal Structure

Technical competence is only one side of the issue. 

When creating the ecosystem, we also carefully 

worked out the international legal structure. Now 

these are 4 companies in different parts of the world.



ORION ROADMAP

The Company has already implemented many progressive solutions. However, this is just the beginning. 


See the path ahead with the Orion ecosystem:
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ORION ROADMAP

The main task of the Ecosystem is to constantly expand its capabilities, improving the quality of various areas of life. This is the reason for 

the constant growth in the scale and depth of our solutions - from the financial platform today to the world's first blockchain resort soon.
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Financial opportunities that are available to you today



Smart Pool

Investment proposal Smart Pool

Smart Pool is a decentralized liquidity pool with 


a daily profitability of 0.7% to 1.4%.

Thanks to full automation, the product is able to 

generate daily profit, which is distributed between 

investors and the company in certain proportions.

At the moment, there is a Welcome Offer, in 

which the company gives you a part of its profits. 

You can find out more about this in your Orion 

Finance personal account.

Your investment 


in Smart Pool, ORUSD

100-299

300-999

1,000-2,499

2,500-4,999

5,000-9,999

10,000-24,999

25,000-49,499

50,000-100,000

Your share 


of the profits

60%

65%

70%

75%

80%

85%

90%

95%

Share of the company 


from the received profit

40%

35%

30%

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%



Orion Finance's Work Strategy

How we achieve results like this

Orion Finance's strategy of work involves building a balance 


between the high income of Blockchain instruments and 


an acceptable level of risk.

In this case, the well-coordinated work of the best financial 


analysts and artificial intelligence algorithms is manifested.

As a result, the profitability of Smart Pool is up to 1.4% per day. 

Simple, stable, always.

 Token Farmin

 Token Stakin

 Liquidity Providin

 Cryptocurrency tradin

 Private Token Sales (early stages)



REGULATIONS FOR INVESTING IN SMART POOL

Start investing
Via Welcome wallet

Replenishment of the Welcome wallet
USDT ERC20, USDT TRC20

Minimum deposit
100 ORUSD

Weekly withdrawal limit
Equal to the deposit amount

Weekly limit on internal transfers
Equal to the deposit amount

Profit accrual
at 00:00 UTC, in ORUSD tokens

Creating a withdrawal request
At any time, min. = 10 ORUSD

Execution of a withdrawal request
up to 48 hours

Increasing the limits 
with each replenishment of the deposit

When you fund your Welcome wallet with USDT, your funds are automatically converted to ORUSD.


All investment and profit-making take place in this token. When withdrawing profit, your ORUSD is automatically 


converted into USDT of the network of your choice and sent to the specified details.



Affiliate Program

Affiliate Program

Any user with a deposit of 100 ORUSD and above can become 

a partner of the company and earn money by popularizing the 

Orion ecosystem. As part of the bonus program, there are 


4 reward options that are available to you today.

Linear Bonus •


Binary Bonus •


Rank Bonus •


Start Bonus •



Linear Bonus

Invested by you 


in Smart Pool, ORUSD

100-299

300-999

1,000-2,499

2,500-4,999

5,000-9,999

10,000-24,999

25,000-49,499

50,000-100,000

1st line


3%

3%

4%

4%

5%

5%

6%

6%

2nd line


-

-

1%

2%

3%

3%

3%

3%

3rd line


-

-

-

-

-

-

2%

3%

Linear Bonus

Linear bonus - the commission received for the 

implementation of investments in your team. 

The higher the volume of your deposit in the 

Smart Pool, the higher the percentage of 

rewards and the greater the depth of the 

structure you get.



BINARY BONUS. POINTS

Binary Bonus

A binary bonus is a reward that is paid for symmetrically 

building a binary structure. This type of team formation 

implies the creation of two branches (left and right) of 

the team, observing a certain logic.

For every 1 ORUSD investment created in any branch of 

your team, you receive a certain number of points. The 

more funds are involved in creating a deposit, the more 

points you will receive for each ORUSD.

Investor's deposit 


in Smart Pool, ORUSD

100-299

300-999

1,000-2,499

2,500-4,999

5,000-9,999

10,000-24,999

25,000-49,499

50,000-100,000

Points you get


for each ORUSD

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.8

0.85

0.9

0.95

1



BINARY BONUS. % WITH BINARY PAIR.

Binary Bonus

The symmetrical number of points forms a binary pair. 

The percentage of reward for a binary pair depends on 

your personal deposit.

To receive a binary bonus, you must complete the 

qualification - have one personally invited investor 

with a deposit of 100 ORUSD in each branch. The 

limit for receiving a binary bonus is equal to the 

amount of your deposit. The limit is renewed every 


7 days from the date of your first investment.

The binary bonus is credited at 02:00 UTC. 


The step of a binary pair is 100 points.

Your personal deposit 


in Smart Pool, ORUSD

100-299

300-999

1,000-2,499

2,500-4,999

5,000-9,999

10,000-24,999

25,000-49,499

50,000-100,000

The reward you receive 


from a binary pair

5%

6%

7%

8%

9%

10%

11%

12%



RANK BONUS

Rank Bonus

A rank bonus is a reward for moving up the 

career ladder. Achievement of each rank 

depends on three parameters: your personal 

deposit; the amount of deposits in your first 

line and the volume of your team.

Taking into account the volume of deposits in 

the team, one branch cannot account for more 

than 70% of the volume.

Rank


R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

R7

R8

R9

R10

R11

R12

R13

R14

R15

Your deposit 


in Smart Pool, ORUSD

100

500

1,000

2,000

3,000

5,000

7,500

10,000

15,000

20,000

30,000

40,000

60,000

80,000

100,000

The volume of deposits 


in the 1st line, ORUSD

-

500

1,000

2,000

3,000

6,000

12,000

25,000

50,000

100,000

200,000

400,000

750,000

1,500,000

3,000,000

Team-wide 


volume, ORUSD

-

2,000

5,000

10,000

20,000

50,000

100,000

250,000

500,000

1,000,000

2,500,000

5,000,000

15,000,000

50,000,000

100,000,000

Rank Bonus,


ORUSD

-

50

60

150

250

500

1,500

3,000

7,000

12,000

30,000

50,000

120,000

250,000

500,000



START BONUS

The amount of deposits 


in your first line, ORUSD

6,000

10,000

25,000

50,000

Start bonus, 


ORUSD

250

500

2,000

5,000

Start Bonus

The company values your promptness. Therefore, as an 

additional reward, you can get a starting bonus. This is a 

reward that depends on the amount of sales in the first line 

within 14 days after your registration on the platform.

This is a one-time reward that is awarded based on the 

maximum achievement in the specified period. The Rank 

Bonus is paid on the 15th day after registering on the platform.



ACT RIGHT NOW

Benefits you get today

Obviously, there are many reasons for choosing the Orion. 


The main reason is the beginning of a new trend: just one 

account in the ecosystem opens up many financial 

opportunities in the Blockchain economy for you.

You can be the first to get access to investments with 


a yield of up to 1.4% per day.

You can be the first to earn 500,000 USD bonuses.

And most importantly - all this even before the global opening 


of the company, which will take place in 4Q 2021 in Dubai!

Make the right decision! Take action now!



SIMPLE. CONVENIENT. PROFITABLE.


